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Laser damage density measurement of optical
components in the sub-picosecond regime
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A rasterscan procedure adapted to the sub-picosecond regime is set to determine laser-induced damage densities as
function of fluences. Density measurement is carried out on dielectric high-reflective coatings operating at 1053 nm.
Whereas laser-induced damage is usually considered deterministic in this regime, damage events occur on these
structures for fluences significantly lower than their intrinsic damage threshold. Scanning electron microscope observations of these “under-threshold” damage sites evidence ejections of defects, embedded in the dielectric stack.
This method brings a new viewpoint for the qualification of optical components and their optimization for a high
resistance in the sub-picosecond regime. © 2015 Optical Society of America
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The past fifty years have seen several generations of highpower laser facilities devoted to laser/matter interaction
and fusion study in particular. From L5, Janus, Shiva
[1,2], to the National Ignition Facility (NIF) or the
Laser Megajoule (LMJ) [3,4], the output power raised
from gigawatts to hundreds of terawatts with the NIF using flash-pumped Nd:glass technology to produce nanosecond pulses. The chirped pulse amplification technique
proposed by Strickland and Mourou in 1985 [5] paved the
way for ultra-intense high-energy systems. Since then,
laboratories have developed short-pulse high-power laser facilities all around the world [6]. While considering
long-pulse or short-pulse high-power laser facilities, optical components performances and in particular laser
damage are always factors limiting the overall system
performances. A common practice is to use large beams
and therefore large optical components in order to reduce the energy density. For questions of manufacturability, ease of maintenance, and cost, optics size has
been limited to meter scale since the mid-90s. When
larger sizes are needed, mosaic of meter-size optics
can be used following the same trend as for astronomical
mirrors. In this context, getting a precise knowledge of
the laser optics behavior under high fluence is of major
importance. It is a warranty that the facility can be operated at its highest energy while preserving the optics lifetime. The question that arises is how can we estimate the
optics lifetime?
In regards to the nanosecond regime, the first trend
was to estimate laser damage resistance through a
threshold measurement on a representative sample or
a small area of the full scale part. Standardized procedures are widely used in many laboratories such as
the 1/1 or S/1 tests [7]. If this approach can bring information to optimize the damage resistance of the optics, it
showed up to be insufficient to predict the optics behavior on large facilities such as NIF or LMJ. In this regime,
damage is mainly defects driven, and damage sites can
grow dramatically under iterative shots. Consequently,
optics lifetime is lowered by rare defects. To overcome
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this problem, rasterscan procedures were developed
giving access to damage density as a function of fluence
on the full scale optic [8,9].
In the nanosecond regime, laser damage in dielectric
optical materials has a statistical behavior that is
related to initiation on precursor defects [10–12]. The
damage process is the result of complex multiphysics
phenomena involving absorption, heating, material phase
changes, hydrodynamics process, and plasma formation.
Because nanosecond pulses are relatively long in duration compared to the timescales of these processes, small
precursors can initiate a cascade of events that can result
in a macroscopic damage [13]. On the contrary, damage
in the sub-picosecond regime is basically driven by multiphotonic absorption. Other phenomena cannot assist the
energy deposition process because of the short pulse duration. Damage has therefore a strong nonlinear dependence on intensity [14], and no statistical variations in
the initiation of the damage process are expected [15].
This deterministic effect pushed people to use 1/1 or
S/1 threshold measurements to estimate optics laser
damage performances in the sub-picosecond regime
[16–19]. Consequently, the potential role of localized
defects was neglected.
The questions we have tried to answer in the present
report are: Is threshold, as defined by 1/1 or S/1 tests, a
good indicator of the full scale optics behavior in short
pulse regime? Are there localized defects reducing drastically the fluence that can be withstood by the optics?
To address these two questions, we analyze the behavior of three high-reflective (HR) mirrors under subpicosecond irradiations. All three mirrors are HfO2 ∕SiO2
HR coatings with a SiO2 overcoat operating at 1053 nm.
Mirror 1 {design: [Glass: (HL)^15 H 2L: Air]} is manufactured using an e-beam deposition process with ion beam
assistance. Mirror 2 {design: [Glass: (HL)^17 H 2L: Air]} is
manufactured using an e-beam deposition process. Both
samples are optimized for p-polarization and a 45° incidence. Mirror 3 {design: [Glass: (HL)^11 H 2L: Air]} is
manufactured using an e-beam deposition process. It is
© 2015 Optical Society of America
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optimized for s-polarization and 40° incidence. All mirrors are tested in their operating conditions. Samples
were stored in low outgassing PETG boxes. The initial
contamination of samples as well as the impact of higher
levels of organic contamination on the laser-induced
damage threshold (LIDT) in the sub-picosecond regime
has been investigated elsewhere [20]: we evidenced that
the impact of organic contamination was negligible on
threshold.
The laser-induced damage study of these three
samples was conducted in a laser test facility called
DERIC at CEA CESTA. It uses a S-pulse Amplitude
Systèmes Laser source, which delivers 2-mJ pulses at
1053 nm. It operates at 10 Hz and the pulse duration, estimated from the measurement of a recurrent autocorrelator, is 675 fs. In the sample plane, the Gaussian shaped
focused spot has a 155-μm diameter at 1∕e. Its measurement is realized for each pulse in a sampling path, at a
plan optically equivalent to that of the sample. At the
same time, an energy measurement is performed in a
sampling path calibrated with respect to the energy on
the sample. Both lead to the knowledge of the absolute
fluence values for each laser shot on the front side of the
component. For a set value, shot-to-shot fluctuations are
weak: a standard deviation of 2% on fluences is typically
measured. Taking into account the error margin of each
instrument, fluence is given with an accuracy better than
10%. Damage detection is achieved by means of a
differential interference contrast (DIC) microscope
with a 100× magnification, in accordance with the ISO
standard [7].
First, 1/1 and S/1 tests are performed in order to determine the LIDT of the three samples. 10 sites are fired per
fluence. The results of 1/1 tests, presented in Fig. 1, show
the deterministic damage behavior in this regime caused
by nonlinear absorption, as discussed previously, except
for Mirror 3 for which damage events can occasionally
occur when tested sites are irradiated at a fluence
lower than 3.4 J∕cm2 . For this mirror, DIC microscopy

observations reveal morphological differences between
damage sites initiated at fluences lower and higher than
this value, as shown in Fig. 2: they are small and localized
for fluences lower than 3.4 J∕cm2 , whereas large structuration of the top layer appears for fluences higher
than 3.4 J∕cm2 .
For the two other mirrors, damage events during 1/1
tests arising for a fluence slightly higher than 1/1 LIDT
consist of a periodic structuration of the top layer.
These morphologies are usually referred to as laserinduced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) [21]. They
occur upon excitation of materials at the onset of damage
threshold as a consequence of complex mechanisms that
will not be treated here. For higher fluences, damage
sites exhibit a central area where the top layer is delaminated, surrounded by LIPSS. DIC microscopy observations of these two kinds of damage sites are reported
in Fig. 3, and are similar to damage morphologies presented in Fig. 2(b). Considering only these morphologies
as damage manifestation intrinsic to coating materials,
1/1 LIDT of Mirror 3 can be refined, as shown with the
guide for eyes in Fig. 1. S/1 tests results are presented
in Table 1 and show the so-known incubation effect
[22], stemmed by an accumulation of electronic defects
after several irradiation.
Simulation of the electric-field distribution realized
with the TFCalc software [23] emphasizes a strong enhancement in the top layer, which is consistent with
its delamination. Thereby, 1/1 and S/1 procedures in
the sub-picosecond regime permit to assess damage
thresholds, intrinsic to the structure and the materials,
up to now used to discriminated which mirror is the best.
Second, rasterscan tests are carried out on the mirrors.
They consist of scanning an area at a constant fluence to
increase the number of tested sites. The sample, put on

Fig. 2. DIC micrographs of damage sites initiated during 1/1
tests on Mirror 3 at 3.16 J∕cm2 (a) and 3.56 J∕cm2 (b).

Fig. 1. Results of the 1/1 tests of the three HR coatings.
Damage probabilities are represented as function of normal
beam fluences. Damage behavior intrinsic to the material is
under investigation. Mirrors 1 and 2, tested in the same operating conditions (incidence 45° and p-polarization), have a 1/1
LIDT of 2.74 J∕cm2 and 2.93 J∕cm2 , respectively. Mirror 3
(operating conditions: 40° incidence, s-polarization) has a 1/1
LIDT of 3.41 J∕cm2 . Guides for the eyes show the deterministic
evolution of damage probabilities.

Fig. 3. DIC micrographs of typical damage sites obtained
during 1/1 tests on Mirror 2. The same morphologies have been
observed on Mirror 1. Fluences of test are 3.06 J∕cm2 (a) and
3.14 J∕cm2 (b). Slightly above damage threshold, LIPSS are
observed. For higher fluences, delamination occurs, but damage sites are still surrounded by LIPSS.
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Table 1. Results of S/1 Tests: Measured LIDT
of the HR Coatings as Function of the Number of
Irradiations
LIDT (J∕cm2 )
Mirror 1
Mirror 2
Mirror 3

1/1

10/1

100/1

2.74
2.93
3.41

2.61
2.78
3.32

2.54
2.50
3.27

motorized stages, is translated along one direction while
being irradiated by the laser at a rate of 10 Hz. Since the
beam spatial profile is Gaussian and in order to irradiate
the largest fraction of the area homogeneously, scans are
realized with a step shot-to-shot smaller than beam diameter, inducing a beam overlap here chosen to be about
80%. When only few shots are fired during 1/1 tests
(10 shots per fluence), thousands of shots are fired during rasterscan (about 3200 shots), thus drastically increasing the irradiated area with respect to classical
tests procedures. Only one scan is performed on each
area, meaning that each site is irradiated only once.
Rasterscan tests are performed at fluences lower than
the 100/1 LIDT on each mirror. Moreover, because of
the small beam overlap, damage events cannot be related
to incubation effect. Usually applied in the nanosecond
regime [9], the aim of this procedure is to reveal all defects that could trigger damage. Hence, we made various
rasterscans on 5 mm  5 mm areas on the samples, at different predetermined control fluences. Results of these
tests are given in terms of damage density, here calculated as the ratio between the number of damaging
events and the scanned area. For each fluence, several
areas are scanned to increase the statistic but also to
check the homogeneity of the sample. An in situ damage
detection technique, using a continuous probe laser
beam, has been put in place. It is based on the
evolution of the tested sites surface diffusion during
irradiation: the probe beam is scattered when damage
occurs. This damage detection system has already been
described elsewhere [24] except that it works in transmission in our case. DIC microscope observations performed after rasterscan revealed that the smallest
detected damage is about 4 μm.
All three mirrors are tested using this rasterscan
procedure. Results are presented in Fig. 4. The main
information given by these tests is that damage events
occur even for fluences lower than the 1/1 LIDT.
Damage sites appear for fluences as low as 20% of the
1/1 LIDT. Moreover, damage densities increase with
the fluence for all three mirrors with different slopes.
Considering the range of damage densities measured
[5–50 dam∕cm2 ], the sizes of the scanned areas are well
adapted: for damage densities lower than 1 dam∕cm2 , a
larger surface has to be scanned in order to increase the
probability of damage to occur.
For each component, damage sites are uniformly
distributed on a scanned area, and no propagation effect
of the damage occurred. Observations of these damage
sites have been carried out using both a DIC microscope
and a scanning electron microscope (SEM). In Fig. 5(a),
four typical damage morphologies are observed. Due to

Fig. 4. Damage densities versus fluence. The damage density
is calculated as the ratio between the number of damaging
events detected during a scan at a set fluence and the scanned
area. For all three mirrors, damage appears down to 20% below
the 1/1 threshold. Moreover, damage density increases with
fluence. Lines are guides for the eyes.

their proximity, we assume that they have been irradiated by the same laser shot, at the same fluence.
Contrary to damage sites presented in Fig. 3, no LIPSS
appear. It confirms that these damage sites revealed
by rasterscans and similar to that reported in Fig. 2(a)
cannot be related to the intrinsic behavior of the material.
Damage events on Mirror 3 during 1/1 tests for fluences
lower than the intrinsic LIDT of the coating are thus consistent with the high damage densities measured on this
mirror. Figure 5 evidences nodule ejections, embedded in

Fig. 5. SEM observation of nodules-induced damage with increasing scales. (a) This site has been irradiated by only one
pulse. Four ejections are observed, noted 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Ejection 1 is the strongest: all layers have been removed with
extended damage. On ejection 2, few layers have been delaminated. Ejection 3 is smoother: the top layer is still partially attached to the coating. On ejection 4, a zoom on the damaged
area (b) shows the location of the initiator nodule, pointed
by an arrow.
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the HR stack during the coating with delamination of the
top layers. A location of an initiator nodule with a size
around 100 nm is seen in Fig. 5(b). Here, damage sites
ejections present a large variety of morphologies.
Recently, Gallais et al. [25] studied the strong enhancement of the electric field caused by silica microspheres
of one determined size embedded in HR coatings. They
showed a strong correlation between electric-field
enhancement induced by the defects and the LIDT in
the sub-picosecond regime, and they observed one typical
damage morphology. Concerning our HR coatings, the
random distribution of defects, possible cooperative effects between them added to a likelihood of different populations of defects (size, nature, depth in the coating) [26],
contribute to electric-field enhancements with different
amplitudes and thus, potential differences in the morphologies. The established models are commonly 1D models
and concern the interaction of ultra-short pulse with a
material considered perfect or presenting electronic defects. With respect to the presented results, the role of spatially localized defects must be added to 3D calculation
method taking into account their geometry and their
nature to predict the laser resistance of a coating.
These experimental results demonstrate that defects
catastrophically reduce the damage resistance of a coating. LIDT in the sub-picosecond regime is classically governed by the material properties (energy bandgap and
refractive index) [27] and the enhancement of the electric-field in the HR structure [18], but defects embedded
in coatings can strongly modify the electric-field distribution. Damage densities are measured even for low
fluences of irradiation on all three mirrors, but their evolutions with the fluence are different. Using Fig. 1, a first
assessment of the damage resistance of these optical
components can be done, but their full scale performances are questionable considering rasterscans results:
Mirror 3, which has a 1/1 LIDT 20% higher than Mirror 1,
exhibits damage densities 10 times higher. Moreover,
Fig. 4 shows that there is no correlation between 1/1
and rasterscan tests results. On the basis of this study,
we demonstrate that damage density is a parameter that
must be taken into account for the characterization of an
optical component when a precise knowledge of its
behavior under high power is sought. It brings a new
viewpoint for the optimization of manufacturing processes of coatings for the sub-picosecond regime, and also
may lead to a better prediction of the optics lifetime in
operating condition, which means after irradiations by
large beam.
This work is partially supported by the Conseil
Régional d’Aquitaine, through the ENDOPICO project
(Contract No. 20 131 603 005). We would like to acknowledge Philippe Legros (PLACAMAT, UMS 3626) for SEM
observations.
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